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The Art, Design & Architecture Museum (AD&AM), University of California, Santa Barbara is pleased to present Laurel Beckman: One Minute to Heaven for its 
first exhibition this season at the Jane Deering Gallery. For her exhibition, multi-media artist Laurel Beckman has made two new bodies of work that relate to 
her ongoing interest in exploring how science, everyday reality and mysticism intersect. The installation is comprised of a suite of new video animations, short 
texts written by invited participants, and a series of digital prints, made by the artist, which bridge the written experiences with the characters in the videos.  

A focal point of the exhibition is a monitor playing the artist’s seven video animations. Eschewing traditional narrative, each sixty-second vignette takes as its 
main character an animal or fruit that has been levitated in research labs exploring gravity and resistance. A frog, tomato, ant, mouse, ladybug, goldfish and 
strawberry each experience extraordinary adventures that, though playful in appearance, are disturbing, such as a frog reassembling its dissected parts, a 
tomato being shot, and a goldfish being swallowed whole. Beckman created each animation around metaphors, folklore, legends or scientific experiments 
that directly relate to the characters. They act out different scenarios that slyly reference how they are used in society as evidenced in the animations of the 
tomato, frog, goldfish and mouse. They allude to genetic plant engineering, stories of raining frogs, goldfish swallowing contests and the use of mice in breast 
cancer research, respectively. Although these animations are ambiguous they each conclude with the starring creature meeting an uncertain end that wavers 
between achieving a state of heavenly grace, and/or suffering unresolved, likely dark rewards. Through these fanciful animations Beckman expresses her own 
wonder and uncertainty in the boundaries of scientific knowledge surrounding non-human life forms. The animations allow her to speculate on the creatures’ 
ability to possess consciousness and free will, cheekily imagining them breaking free from the strictures imposed upon them by society. 

The animations are offset by writings submitted by invited participants who describe in 100 words or less, personal, sometimes sublime experiences found in 
public spaces. Gallery visitors are encouraged to include their own text about such encounters. Hanging beneath selected texts are digital prints by the artist 
that each feature a different character from the animations. As a bridge between the texts and the animations, the prints show eccentric connections between 
the two that surprised Beckman, given that participants had not seen the videos. The links show how transformative moments experienced in the animations 
might also be found in the everyday world around us. With that idea in mind, Beckman has also placed sixty marks at regular intervals on the floor to act as 
indicators of seconds in a minute. Like the texts, which refer to experiences outside the gallery, the marks on the floor help to point viewers out the door. They 
refer to the idea that in 60 seconds you can experience your own little bit of heaven, whatever that might be, out in the world.  

Writers who participated in the project include: Dee Hibbert-Jones, Robert Dansby, Alex Bogdanov, Pat Gomez, Mary Ann Chafin, Samantha Fretwell, Barry 
Markowitz, Stephanie Washburn, Annetta Kapon, Katy McCarthy, Christine Lorenz , Erik Sultzer, Susan Lakin, Emily Halbardier, Kim Beck, Kate Sorensen, Terri 
Zitnick, Tracey Morris

Beckman is a Professor of Art at UC Santa Barbara. With video/animation and public-space projects in Pittsburgh, New York, San Francisco, New Orleans and 
Los Angeles, Beckman's exhibitions include those in Istanbul, Berlin, Belgrade, Austin, TX, San Francisco, Palestine, New York, and Los Angeles. She received her 
Master of Fine Arts degree from the California Institute of the Arts. 

http://www.laurelbeckman.com/

credits:
images: Christine Lorenz (photograph of Paradise tress in Pittsburgh); NASA (in partnership with the NOAA and the Department of Defense), Suomi National 
Polar-orbiting Partnership satellite (public domain); Mary Ann Chafin (subway reflections).
audio: Neko Case, Nothing to Remember (from the Hunger Games soundtrack, 2012); Sands Mechanical Museum; Dorian Charnis (Audiosocket license).

Laurel wishes to thank all the participants, Elyse Gonzales, Rollin Fortier, Todd Anderson, Jane Deering, and all the good folks at the Art, Design & Architecture 
Museum, University of California Santa Barbara.

The Art, Design & Architecture Museum @ Jane Deering Gallery
Thanks to the generosity of Jane Deering Gallery, the Museum has been given a much-needed downtown space for exhibitions. The Gallery, which has been 
mounting contemporary art exhibitions in Santa Barbara since 2006, will schedule five exhibitions per year, from January to May. During the remaining seven 
months of the year, Deering has made the space available to the Museum, providing it with a much-needed downtown site.

Art, Design & Architecture Museum @ Jane Deering Gallery is located at 
128 East Canon Perdido Street, Santa Barbara, CA 93102
Hours: Tuesday-Friday 11-5pm, Saturday 11-3pm
(805) 966-3334
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